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Abstract: 
 
This age of constant threats to our security, both domestically and internationally, 
demands a lot of those who protect us. We expect responders to quickly analyze 
information and respond with swift, appropriate action. Unfortunately, despite their best 
efforts, problematic reactions occur and these increase risk to both the public and the 
responders. 
 
Departments and agencies can support training in problematic areas despite travel, time, 
and scheduling constraints. The Virtual Office training platform allows students to 
practice skills and apply learning using a real-life simulated practice environment. 
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Creating Law Enforcement Training
• More realistic the training, 

greater the lessons 
learnedlearned

• Most officers on the street:
– Are younger– Are younger
– Have experience in various 

products of the MTV generation
Have short attention spans– Have short attention spans

• Training must be:
– Fast pacedFast paced
– Attention getting
– Clear, concise and relevant 5



Virtual Intelligence Office
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Advantages of VIO

• Just-in-time
• Accessible anytime and anywhere, using aAccessible anytime and anywhere, using a 

common platform
• Allows knowledge and skills practice in a safe, g p ,

non-threatening environment
• Can be used in a blended training environmentg
• Permits non-traditional delivery to large 

audiences
• Customizable for a variety of training topics
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